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Abstract 
 
 

The characteristic temperatures such as the glass transition temperature (Tg), the onset 

temperature of crystallization (Tc) and  the melting temperatures, (Tm) have been determined 

for glasses belonging to the GexSe100-x-y Fey ( y=2, 4 and 6 at%). Differential scanning 

calorimetry and differential thermal analysis measurements have been used for their 

determination.  These  temperatures have been used to evaluate the thermal stability of the 

investigated glassy alloys using Dietzel (ΔT) and Hruby (Hr) criteria. The variations of ΔT 

and Hr with the average coordination number, n, have been specified. It is found that both ΔT 

and Hr exhibit a  maximum at n=2.4. This observation is a realization of Phillips’-Thorpe 

threshold where the maximum stability of the network is just obtained if the percolation 

threshold limit is reached. The overall mean bond energies of the studied compositions have 

also been calculated and their correlation with the glass transition temperature is discussed 

. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the discovery of non-oxide semi-conducting chalcogenide glasses five decades 

ago, they received great attention due to their potential technological applications. However, 

the early period big boom of interest decreased when it was realized that the first hoped 

application in TV tubes was not as successful as it was initially projected. In recent years, 

there has been a resurgence of interest in these materials because of their new promising 

technological applications which include their use as materials for infrared optical fibers, 

photoconductors, optoelectronic circuits, optical memories [1-6 ] and as solid electrolytes [7 ]. 

Nevertheless, the technological applications of these materials are usually limited by their 

physical, mechanical and thermal properties. Therefore, the measurement of the glass 

transition (Tg) , crystallization (Tc) and melting (Tm) temperatures for chalcogenide glasses is 

of great importance to establish their thermal stability and the useful range of operating 

temperatures for a particular technological application before the eventual crystallization 

takes place. Furthermore, wide glass forming regions in these materials offer ample 

possibilities for controlling the desired thermal property by means of changing the chemical 

composition. 

Because the addition of impurities as a third element has been useful in understanding 

the thermal properties of chalcogenide glasses, we propose in this work to study the role 

played by metallic iron on the thermal properties of covalently bonded Ge-Se glasses. To our 

knowledge, there  are  few studies on the thermal properties of  chalcogenide glasses 

containing iron. This is probably due to its metallic character which limits the glass forming 

domain to a maximum of 10 at % of  Fe [8]. The aim of the present work is, therefore, to 

obtain more insight into the thermal stability of the scarcely studied GexSe100-x-y Fey ( y=2, 4 

and 6 at%) glasses  and also to obtain information on its relationship with the average 

coordination number. 
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2. Experimental details  

 Appropriate amounts of  high-purity  Ge (99.9999%; ABCR), Se (99.999%; Heraeus) 

and Fe (99.98%; Strem) were encapsulated in a cylindrical ( 8 mm diameter) quartz ampoule. 

The ampoule, containing 1.5 g of the mixture, was evacuated to a pressure of 10-5 Torr and 

sealed. The ampoule was then heated in an electric furnace to a temperature of 310 0C for 5 

days. Afterwards its temperature was first raised to 590 0C for 1 day and then to 900 0C for 3 

h. At this temperature the ampoule was frequently shaken to ensure good mixing of the melt. 

The ampoule was then quenched to 0 0C in an ice-water mixture. However, this procedure did 

not yield the required glasses as was verified from their  X-ray diffraction patterns obtained 

with  Cu Kα radiation ( λ=1.540598 Å). Thus, the substance in the ampoule was obtained, 

grounded in a glove box, refilled in the quartz ampoule,  sealed under vacuum, and transferred 

to the electric furnace. Then, the temperature of the electric furnace was first raised to 600 0C 

for 1 h and then to 900 0C at the rate of 100 0C/h. Finally, the quenching was done in an ice-

water mixture to obtain the glass. The amorphous nature of the prepared samples was 

subsequently rechecked  by X-ray diffraction. The X-ray patterns of  Ge22Se72Fe6, 

Ge24Se70Fe6 and Ge27.33Se66.67Fe6 are shown in Fig.1. The X-ray diffraction pattern of  

Ge27.33Se66.67Fe6  ( bottom curve) indicates that it is a partly crystalline sample and therefore 

its results and the results of the  samples with similar X-ray patterns are not included in the 

data analysis.  

 The glass transition and onset crystallization temperatures for Ge-Se-Fe glasses were 

measured by means of differential scanning calorimetry using Netzsch DSC 404C 

calorimeter. The heating rate employed was 10K/min. The samples with masses ranging 

between 50-75 mg were measured in evacuated silica tubes ( length=15 mm; diameter= 6.3 

mm; wall thickness=0.4 mm) with an empty silica tube serving as a reference. The 

calorimeter was calibrated in temperature with the melting points of Ga, In, Pb, Sb and Zn. 

The melting temperatures were measured using DTA instrument equipped with Ni/Cr Ni 
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thermocouples. The system was calibrated with the melting points of Ga, In, Pb, Sb and Ag. 

The samples, with masses between 50 and 60 mg, were sealed in evacuated silica tubes 

(length= 35 mm; diameter 4.0 mm; wall thickness= 0.5 mm) and referenced to an empty silica 

tube. The scans were done with a heating rate of 10 K/min. 

3. Results and discussion 

 The average coordination number, n, of the studied glasses is evaluated using the 

standard procedure [9] which requires the knowledge of the coordinations of the elements 

constituting the glassy alloy. Coordinations of  4 for Ge and 2 for Se, conforming with the 

well-known Mott’s (8-N) rule [10] with N being the number of outer shell electrons, have 

been used in the calculation of n. Because of the lack of any direct structural determination of 

the coordination number of  Fe in these glasses,  and as in previous investigations [8,11,12 ], a 

value of 2 for its coordination has been used. For GexSe100-x-y Fey   the average coordination 

number, n, is given by 

xn 02.02      (1) 

where x is the atomic concentration of Ge in the glassy alloy. The calculated values of n for 

the prepared glasses are given in table 1. 

 The DSC results show that the as-prepared glasses exhibit a glass transition upon 

heating and, depending on their composition, an exothermic crystallization peak ( or absence 

of  it). The measured characteristic temperatures, Tg and  Tc ,of the investigated glasses are 

listed in table 1. The Tg values range from 314-583, 356-549, and 345-560 K for glasses 

containing 2, 4, and 6 at % Fe, respectively. For the samples which showed crystallization 

effects, the values of their Tc cover a range from 374-668, 631-647,  and 389-663 K, 

respectively, for glasses containing 2, 4, and 6 at % Fe. The melting points, Tm ,determined 

from DTA, range between 1071-1079 K for Fe2, 1074-1101 K for Fe4, and 1075-1122 K for 

Fe6 families of the prepared glasses and are also listed in table 1. From the characteristic 

temperatures, the glass thermal stability has been estimated using Dietzel ΔT= Tc-Tg criterion 
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[13 ]. According to this criterion, the kinetic resistance to crystallization increases with 

increasing ΔT. Thus, this temperature interval gives an indication of the thermal stability of 

the glass [14, 15 ] wherein a small ΔT signifies that the glass contains structural units with a 

high crystallization tendency and vice versa. As it can be seen from table 1 and Fig. 2, the 

glassy alloys with the chemical compositions Ge20Se78Fe2, Ge20Se76Fe4 and Ge20Se74Fe6 and 

all having the same coordination number of 2.40, are the most stable ones with the maximum 

ΔT interval. Another parameter usually employed to estimate the glass thermal stability is the 

one introduced by Hruby, Hr [16 ],  and defined as follows : 

)( cmr TTTH       (2) 

Regarding Tg as the temperature at which the supercooled liquid solidifies to a glass, this Hr 

parameter accentuates the fact that the probability of  obtaining a glass increases as the 

supercooling temperature (Tm-Tc) decreases and ΔT increases. If Hr ≤ 0.1, the glass is usually 

difficult to prepare and good glass formers normally have values of Hr ≥ 0.4. It may be noted 

that the Hr values of Ge-Se-Fe glasses, given in table 1, demonstrate that these glasses can be 

classified among those which are difficult to prepare. This might explain the scarcity of 

studies on glasses of this system. Furthermore, the value of Hr presents a maximum ( see table 

1 and Fig. 3) for compositions having an average coordination number of 2.40, thus following 

the same pattern as ΔT. This unequivocally manifests that glasses having n=2.40 are the most 

stable ones. 

 The observed maxima in ΔT and Hr can be understood on the basis of Phillips’-Thorpe  

constraint theory proposed for covalently bonded glasses [17-21]. To explain the  strong 

glass- forming ability of network alloy compositions, and according to this  theory, where 

only short-range order structures are considered, the number of degrees of freedom in a 

covalently bonded glass, Nd, exhausts the number of constraints due to bond stretching, Ncα, 

and bond bending, Ncβ, .The balance condition Nc=Nd, where Nc=Ncα+Ncβ, led Phillips to 

conclude that the stability for the network with the critical coordination number n=2.40 is 
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optimised. The same result was arrived at by Thorpe [19 ] by counting the number of zero-

frequency modes. He showed that for a network embedded in 3-dimensional space, the 

number of zero frequency modes per atom, f, is given by 

nf
6
52       (3) 

which approaches zero as n approaches 2.40 from below. Thus, at this critical coordination 

number there is a transformation from underconstrained floppy network to overconstrained 

rigid network and the network attains its maximum stability. The present observations of 

maxima in ΔT and Hr at n=2.40 are, thus, a realization of Phillips’-Thorpe threshold in Ge-Se-

Fe glassy alloys. Ample experimental evidence in support of the existence of this threshold in 

the property-composition dependence for chalcogenide glasses comes from thermal [ 22-24], 

neutron [25,26 ], Mossbauer [27-30 ], mechanical [ 31], electronic [ 32], vibrational [33-35 ], 

and physicochemical [22, 24 ] measurements. Furthermore, its existence has been confirmed 

by computer simulations of bond-depleted diamond network [36 ], 2D triangular central force 

networks [37 ], and self-organising networks [38 ]. In addition to the above observations, it is 

interesting to note from Fig. 4 that the average coordination number dependence of the glass 

transition, even when Tg is examined in totality for all three studied glassy families, is linear. 

This is in accordance with the modified Gibbs-DiMarzio equation [39] given by 

     
)2(1

0


n

TTg                                          (4) 

where T0 is the glass transition temperature of the non-cross-linked initial polymeric chain, β 

is a system parameter and n is the average coordination number. In the high chalcogen limit, 

equation (4) can be expressed as 

)]2(1[0  nTTg                                     (5) 

which is linear if Tg is plotted versus n, as observed. The absence of extrema in the Tg-n 

dependence when the average coordination number reaches the critical value of 2.40 has also 

been reported in other glassy selenide systems [40-42]. 
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For many chalcogenide systems a linear correlation between the glass transition 

temperature with the overall mean bond energy of the covalent glassy network <E> is 

observed [43, 45]. To  test the validity of this correlation for Ge-Se-Fe system, we have 

calculated <E> for the investigated glassy alloys. This is done by using the covalent bond 

approach (CBA) [43 ]. In CBA, the mean bond energy of the average cross-linking per atom, 

<Ec >, in GeAFeBSeC glasses, in the chalcogen-rich region, as in our case, is given by 

SeFeSeGec EBAEE   24                 (6) 

where A, 4, B and 2 correspond, respectively, to the atomic concentration and coordination 

number of Ge and Fe atoms. The heteropolar bond energies for Ge-Se and Fe-Se have been 

calculated from Pauling [44] using the relation 

)(23)(5.0
2

babbaa XXEEbaE    (7) 

where Xa, Xb, Ea-a and Eb-b correspond to the electronegativity and homopolar bond energy of 

a and b atoms, respectively. Next, the average bond energy per atom of the ‘remaining 

matrix’, <Erm >, is defined as: 

  n

EBAn

E
SeSe

rm




)24
2

(2
   (8) 

Finally,<E> is the sum of the two contributions and given by 

   rmc EEE       (9) 

Thus, <E> is determined by the degree of cross-linking, the bond energy, the average 

coordination number, and the bond type. It is also known that all these factors influence the Tg 

of the glass network [43]. 

The calculated values of  <E> are listed in table 1. As it is seen from this table, <E> 

increases with increasing n, thus following the same trend as Tg for this glassy system. 

Furthermore, a plot of  Tg versus <E> in these glasses, depicted in Fig. 5, shows a linear 
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dependence. A highly significant correlation between Tg and <E> , in units of kcal/mole,  of 

the form 

   ETg 4.17427       (10) 

is obtained, where a least squares line has been fitted to the calculated data. This system, 

therefore, is found to respect the reported linear Tg-<E>  behaviour obtained for many 

chalcogenide glassy materials at the high chalcogen content. The explanation of the origin of 

Tg and the correlation of Tg with other physical and chemical properties of glasses reveals that 

Tg is related to the rigidity of the glass network [43]. This rigidity is usually associated with 

the average coordination number which is a measure of the overall mean bond energy 

between atoms or entities of a glass. Because a linear correlation between Tg and the average 

coordination number is observed, one would expect Tg to scale linearly with <E>, as obtained. 

4. Conclusions 

 The thermal stability of Ge-Se-Fe glasses has been studied using differential scanning 

calorimetry and differential thermal analysis measurements. The obtained results reveal that 

the thermal stability of the three families of the investigated glassy alloys, as inferred from ΔT 

and Hr parameters, attains a maximum at the average coordination number n=2.40. This 

observation is a realization of Phillips’-Thorpe percolation threshold where the maximum 

stability of the network is just obtained if this percolation threshold limit is reached. The 

overall bond energies of the studied glasses have also been calculated using the CBA. The 

dependence of Tg on <E> is found to be linear which is in agreement with recently reported 

results [45]. 
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Captions 

Table 1: Glass compositions; calculated values of the average coordination number; measured 

glass transition, crystallization and melting temperatures;  Dietzel temperature interval; Hruby 

parameter and calculated overall mean bond energies.  

Fig. 1: Typical X-ray diffraction patterns obtained from the compositions Ge22Se72Fe6 (top 

curve), Ge24Se70Fe6 ( middle curve), and Ge27.33Se66.67Fe6 (bottom curve). 

Fig. 2: The variation of  Dietzel temperature interval with the average coordination number 

for glassy compositions containing 2 at % Fe (squares), 4 at % Fe (circles) and 6 at % Fe 

(triangles). The solid  lines drawn are a mere connection of the data points to guide the eye.  

Fig. 3: The variation of  Hruby parameter with the average coordination number for glassy 

compositions containing 2 at % Fe (squares), 4 at % Fe (circles) and 6 at % Fe (triangles). The 

solid  lines drawn are a mere connection of the data points to guide the eye.  

Fig. 4: The dependence of the glass transition temperature of all studied glass families on the 

average coordination number. 

Fig. 5: The dependence of the glass transition temperature of all studied glass families on the 

overall mean bond energy. 
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Table 1 

Glass 
composition 
Ge   Se    Fe   

n Tg (K) Tc (K) Tm (K) ΔT Hr <E > 
(kcal/mole)

0      98    2 2.0 314 374 1071 60 0.086 43.84 

4      94    2 2.08 353 453 1081 100 0.159 44.74 

8      90    2 2.16 369 No exo. 1079 - - 46.13 

12    86    2 2.24 393 No exo. 1082 - - 47.97 

18    80    2 2.36 448 641 1095 193 0.425 51.46 

20    78    2 2.40 486 736 1100 250 0.687 52.80 

22    76    2 2.44 525 644 1108 119 0.257 54.22 

24    74    2 2.48 546 645 1111 99 0.213 55.72 

28    70    2 2.56 583 668 1079 85 0.207 58.92 

2      94    4 2.04 356 No exo 1074 - - 44.09 

6      90    4  2.12 369 No exo 1084 - - 45.31 

10    86    4 2.20 393 No exo. 1087 - - 46.99 

14    82    4 2.28 431 No exo. 1082 - - 49.09 

18    78    4 2.36 488 631 1096 143 0.308 51.56 

20    76    4 2.40 479 632 1104 153 0.324 52.93 

22    74    4 2.44 519 632 1104 113 0.239 54.37 

24    72    4 2.48 549 647 1101 98 0.216 55.89 

2      92    6 2.04 345 No exo. 1075 - - 43.96 

6      88    6 2.12 357 389 1077 32 0.047 45.25 

10    84    6 2.20 395 No exo. 1083 - - 46.99 

14    80    6 2.28 422 No exo. 1089 - - 49.14 

18   76    6 2.36 477 576 1097 99 0.190 51.67 

20   74    6 2.40 492 637 1106 145 0.309 53.06 

22   72    6 2.44 531 639 1117 108 0.226 54.52 

24   70    6 2.48 560 663 1122 103 0.224 56.07 
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Fig. 1 
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Fig.2 
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Fig.3 
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Fig.4 
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Fig.5 
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